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It's Spring 1923 and love is in bloom as the Honourable Phillip Petrie finds
himself totally smitten with Miss Gloria Arbuckle, daughter of an American
millionaire. But before the enthusiastic suitor can pop the question, his beloved is
abducted by kidnappers. As Gloria's distraught father begins assembling the
ransom, Phillip enlists his childhood friend, the Honourable Daisy Dalrymple to
help him recover his missing sweetheart. Strictly forbidden to contact the police,
Daisy must resist the temptation to bring her occasional collaborator Scotland
Yard's Detective Chief Inspector Alec Fletcher into the case. But as she closes in
on the abductors' rural hideway, she begins to suspect that Gloria isn't the only
fair damsel whose life hangs in the balance...
From NY Times & USA TODAY Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow, a Cozy
Mystery Paranormal Romantic Comedy. Part of the USA TODAY bestselling
series: Happily Everlasting! Welcome to Everlasting, Maine, where there's no
such thing as normal. Anna Crawford is well aware her town is filled with
supernaturals, but she isn't exactly willing to embrace her paranormal gifts. Her
aunt says she's a witch-in-denial. All Anna wants is to live a quiet "normal" life
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and run her business, Witch's Brew Coffee Shop and Bakery. But everything is
about to be turned upside down the moment Jackson Argent walks into her life.
Jackson isn't sure why he agreed to come back to his boyhood home of
Everlasting. It's like a spell was cast and he couldn't say no. Covering the
Cranberry Festival isn't exactly the hard-hitting news this reporter is used to. But
when a local death is ruled an accident, and the police aren't interested in
investigating, he takes it upon himself to get to the bottom of the mystery. To do
that, he'll need to enlist the help of the beautiful coffee shop owner. It soon
becomes apparent things are not what they seem and more than coffee is
brewing in Everlasting. *Books in The Happily Everlasting Series can be read in
ANY order! Rating: Clean and Wholesome Genres: women sleuths, mystery
romance, clean romance, witch, comedy, funny, paranormal romance, romantic
comedy, paranormal cozy, mystery, amateur detective, Romantic Comedy,
animal, magic detective, Witches & Wizards, Mystery & Detective, cozy mystery,
cosy, witch romance, pnr, magic, witchcraft, ghosts, spirits, humorous, fantasy,
cozy pnr, coffee house, culinary, crafts, coffeeshop, business owner, Amateur
Sleuth
Daisy Gumm Majesty Meets Gilbert and Sullivan in SPIRITS ONSTAGE. a
Historical Cozy Mystery by Alice Duncan --1920s, Pasadena, California-- Daisy
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Gumm Majesty, Pasadena's spiritualist-medium to folks with more money than
sense, is talked into playing the role of mean Katisha in her church's production
of Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta, The Mikado. As rehearsals progress and Daisy
falls into her role, the producer's wife experiences a mysterious decline in health,
a cast member claims someone is trying to kill her, and the husband of another
cast-member is murdered. Knowing Detective Sam Rotondo has his hands full,
Daisy turns her attention to the murder, convinced Gloria Lippincott did her
husband in. But no matter how Daisy twists and turns the facts, Gloria's alibi is
rock-solid. Then Daisy discovers the Silver Ghost . . . "Well plotted with a band of
whimsical characters and genuine humor . . . as comforting as a warm mug of
cocoa on a blustery day." ~Diane Morasco, RT Book Reviews "Cozy fans will find
[Daisy's] simple, sweet, budding relationship with Sam refreshingly free of
artifice." ~Publishers Weekly THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in
series order Strong Spirits Fine Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits
Ancient Spirits Spirits Revived Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage Unsettled Spirits
Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits
Accepting an ugly crystal figurine from Petunia Pretty Paws, Geronimo Stilton
discovers a mysterious message inside the figurine from a Venetian mouse who
requires assistance. Original.
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Kevin Wallace's first book, Ordinary Guy, tells the story of Brad Mitchell a man
with an unusual gift who lives in the North Woods. Two sequels, Ordinary
Vacation and Ordinary Redemption followed and, along with a number of relative
songs and works of art, the three books make up The Ordinary Project. This book
is a prequel to Ordinary Guy, although it certainly stands on it's own as a highly
original mystery novel. As such, it's a wonderful introduction to the many
eccentric, yet ordinary, characters who inhabit the North Woods. "The other
books had dealt with the mysterious, but I wanted to thrust my characters into a
real mystery. After all, my protagonist Brad Mitchell had the ability to
communicate with the dead and what could be better than asking the dead who
committed the crime and solving the mystery? I soon realized that going this
route rarely got me past the first chapter, as it was all to easy that way. So then, I
had to make it a little more difficult for my characters and a little more fun for the
reader. This process led to the book that you now hold in your hands." -from the
Author's Preface
"A truly gifted writer who has proven herself a master of the mystery/suspense
genre, Alice Duncan's "Bruised Spirits" is another uncompromisingly entertaining
read from cover to cover . . ." ~ Midwest Book Reviews --1920s, Pasadena,
California-- It's 1924 and spiritualist-medium Daisy Gumm joins with friends
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Flossie and Harold to help Lily Bannister, whose abusive husband nearly killed
her. Meanwhile, Mrs. Pinkerton--Daisy's best client--is in a tizzy, insisting Daisy
use her (fake) spiritualist talent to end the engagement between her daughter
and a most unsuitable man. To Daisy's surprise, the two cases collide, placing
her in the middle. Now, Daisy must prove Lily's husband and Mrs. P's soon-to-beson-in-law are in cahoots with nefarious human traffickers . . . before it's too late.
"Well plotted with a band of whimsical characters and genuine humor . . . as
comforting as a warm mug of cocoa on a blustery day."~Diane Morasco, RT
Book Reviews "Bruised Spirits" is the tenth volume in author Alice Duncan's
"Daisy Gumm Majesty Mystery" series. A truly gifted writer who has proven
herself a master of the mystery/suspense genre, Alice Duncan's "Bruised Spirits"
is another uncompromisingly entertaining read from cover to cover and will prove
to be an enduringly popular and highly prized addition to community library
Mystery/Suspense collections. It should be noted for the personal reading lists of
dedicated mystery buffs that "Bruised Spirits" is also available in a paperback
edition and in an ebook format." James A. Cox, Editor-in-Chief Midwest Book
Review 278 Orchard Drive, Oregon, WI 53575 THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY
MYSTERIES Strong Spirits Fine Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel
Spirits Ancient Spirits Spirits Revived Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage Unsettled
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Spirits Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits
A bundle of books #4 (VEXED ON A VISIT), #5 (KILLED WITH A KISS), and #6
(PERISHED BY A PAINTING) in Fiona Grace’s Lacey Doyle cozy mystery
series. This bundle offers books four, five, and six in one convenient file, with
over 150,000 words of reading. In VEXED ON A VISIT (Book #4), summer has
arrived, and Lacey is delighted when her chef boyfriend surprises her with an
offer for a long weekend trip, a romantic getaway into the neighboring seaside
towns of the British countryside, with her beloved dog, and a chance to go
antiquing. But Lacey is even more surprised when her family shows up from New
York on a surprise visit—and when they want to come along! Even worse, Lacey,
in a neighboring town, finds herself in the midst of a murder scene. And once
again, with her reputation on the line, she may be the only one who can solve it.
In KILLED WITH A KISS (Book #5), on a romantic daytrip in the English
countryside, Lacey lucks out in an antique market and stumbles upon an
incredible find. She has high hopes as she makes it the centerpiece of her next
auction. But as summer is coming to a close, two high-rollers come into town and
duke it out over the antique, their egos as big as their wallets. When one of them
wins but loses the auction on a technicality, chaos ensues. The only thing that
makes it worse is when one ends up dead. Lacey finds herself in the fight of her
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life to save her business and her reputation—and, with the help of her beloved
dog, to solve the mysterious death. In PERISHED BY A PAINTING (Book #6),
Fall has arrived in Wilfordshire, bringing with it Fall festivals of food, charming
holidays and refreshing return to simple normalcy. To celebrate their new
proposal, Lacey and Tom finally get a romantic countryside trip together, and
Lacey is thrilled to stumble upon a rare painting in the most unexpected place—a
shack on the side of the road. But Lacey has no idea how rare and valuable his
painting actually is. When she finds out the shocking news, she grapples with
whether she should return it—when a shocking twist and a dead body put her right
in the middle of a crime that she must, with her beloved dog at her side, solve—or
else lose all that she has worked for. Books #7-#9 are also available!
Meet Daisy Gumm Majesty: spiritualist to folks with more money than sense. The 1920s
may be roaring among Pasadena's wealthy, but Daisy must earn a living for her family.
When Daisy is approached by Mrs. Bissel about exorcizing a ghost from her basement,
Daisy is tempted to back out until Mrs. B puts up one of her famous dachshund puppies
as payment. Hoping the basement ghost is not a skunk, Daisy begins snooping only to
discover the matter is much larger than anyone imagined. Now if she can only find a
way to solve it without undue consequences to anyone—including her own reputation."
THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in series order Strong Spirits Fine Spirits
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High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Ancient Spirits Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage
Unsettled Spirits Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits
Bridesmaid duties can be deadly… Maddie Kosloski has more than wedding cake on her
plate. She’s managing her paranormal museum, helping her best friend Adele with
wedding plans, and trying to prove that Adele’s vintage wedding dress is most
definitely not haunted. But when a bridesmaid turns up murdered, Maddie has to solve
the crime to save the wedding. As her bouquet of suspects grows, and everyone’s
alibis have the ring of truth, Maddie begins to doubt this wedding will go off without a
hitch. If you love laugh-out-loud mysteries, witty heroines, and a touch of the
paranormal, you’ll love Damsel in a Dress, book 5 in the Perfectly Proper Paranormal
Museum series of novels. Read this twisty cozy mystery today!
A Damsel in Distress is a novel by P. G. Wodehouse, first published in the United
States on 4 October 1919 by George H. Doran, New York, and in the United Kingdom
by Herbert Jenkins, London, on 15 October 1919. It had previously been serialised in
The Saturday Evening Post, between May and June of that year.Its plot revolves
around golf-loving American composer George Bevan who falls in love with a
mysterious young lady who takes refuge in his taxicab one day. When he later tracks
her down to a romantic rural manor, mistaken identity leads to all manner of brouhaha.
It’s an all-out final battle on memory lane, as Clue Queen pursues the clever serial
killer: Karma. With his extra collection of Karma-style pranks, and courtroom twisters,
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this ‘righteous psychopath’ has criminals escaping to jail by choice! 7 years since her
last detective case, with a sidekick of doubt, can Dedra outsmart the pattern of whatgoes-around and come-around to her own separate path of redemption? A new
marriage, a new divorce, and a present scandal heightens the already high whodunit
range: Smart Alec, The Shenanigans, Judge Mintall, Wendal, and even the Clue Queen
herself! Will Dedra still ‘remember to forget?’ And will Karma’s prank victims like Tom
Peepin and the evasive John Doe receive justice? And should they? Karma’s
Collection is a cozy boomerang adventure of mystery, ethics, betrayal, redemption, and
psychology were ‘awareness has to win.’ *This eBook functions both as a stand-alone
mystery and Book 5 in the Karma’s Revenge series. “Stress changes the truth for
itself. Peace changes itself for the truth” – Jwyan C. Johnson
A mysterious kidnapping disrupts young love in the latest mystery in Carola Dunn’s
beloved Daisy Dalrymple series. Features a Daisy Dalrymple short story — Unhappy
Medium. In the early summer of 1923, love is in bloom as the Honourable Phillip Petrie
finds himself totally smitten with Miss Gloria Arbuckle, daughter of an American
millionaire. But before the enthusiastic suitor can pop the question, his beloved is
abducted by kidnappers. As Gloria's distraught father begins assembling the ransom,
Phillip enlists his childhood friend, the Honourable Daisy Dalrymple, to help him recover
his missing sweetheart. Strictly forbidden to contact the police, Daisy must resist the
temptation to bring her occasional collaborator, Scotland Yard's Detective Chief
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Inspector Alec Fletcher, into the case. But as she closes in on the abductors' rural
hideaway, she begins to suspect that Gloria isn't the only fair damsel whose life hangs
in the balance.
The second box set in the Poppy McGuire Mysteries! Get the 4th, 5th, and 6th books in
the Poppy McGuire Mysteries series in one box set and save! The Darkest Hour (Poppy
McGuire Mysteries #4) Poppy and Alex come up against their toughest case yet, and
they may never be the same again. When someone close to both Poppy and Alex is
found brutally murdered, all the clues point to Alex as the killer. But Poppy knows in her
heart that her partner could never commit such a heinous crime. As the evidence
begins to mount against him, Poppy must race against the clock to prove that the man
she trusts with her very life isn't the murderer, even as everyone around her is
convinced of his guilt. But if Alex isn't the killer, who is? As the mystery unravels, the
past and present finally meet in Sunset Ridge. Happy Hour (Poppy McGuire Mysteries
#5) Springtime brings warm weather and murder to Sunset Ridge, and for Poppy, this
particular case strikes close to home. Antiques dealer Marcus Tyne is found dead in the
front seat of his friend's car outside of McGuire's after a Cinco de Mayo celebration, but
at first glance, there's no reason why he's dead. Until the coroner finds out he's been
poisoned. When a second man is poisoned, Poppy and Alex are thrust into a mystery
that threatens to tear them apart. While they struggle to solve the case as their
differences become more apparent, a murderer walks free in Sunset Ridge and may
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have another victim in their sights. The Witching Hour (Poppy McGuire Mysteries #6) In
the middle of a late summertime heatwave, a woman Poppy interviewed for an article
on paganism is found with a dagger buried in her chest in the woods out near Alex's
house. Initially, Stephen and Craig are given the case, but when Derek determines that
this murder shouldn't be their first big case together, Alex and Poppy are brought in to
help. But Stephen has never liked Poppy, and tensions quickly begin to run high
between the two sets of partners. The Sunset Ridge police force can't afford to have
infighting if they want to solve this case before a fear of witches takes hold in town. It
doesn't take long before everyone reaches their breaking point and Alex wonders if he
will be a Sunset Ridge police officer for much longer. Life is about to change for him
and Poppy, but will that change mean the end of his time in town? AND LOOK FOR
THE FINAL POPPY McGUIRE MYSTERY, THE FINEST HOUR, AVAILABLE NOW!
cozy mystery, female sleuth, amateur sleuth, mystery box set, mystery collection, small
town, mystery, detective, amateur detective
The Mystery of Witchcraft is a meticulously assembled collection of books on witchery,
witch trials, demonology and spiritualism. The book is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents: Introduction: The Superstitions of Witchcraft
The Devil in Britain and America Witchcraft in Europe: History of Magic and Witchcraft:
Magic and Witchcraft Lives of the Necromancers Witch, Warlock, and Magician Irish
Witchcraft and Demonology Practitioners of Magic & Witchcraft and Clairvoyance Mary
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Schweidler, the Amber Witch Sidonia, the Sorceress La Sorcière: The Witch of the
Middle Ages Tales & Legends: Witchcraft & Second Sight in the Highlands & Islands of
Scotland Witch Stories Studies: The Witch Mania The Witch-cult in Western Europe
Witchcraft and Superstitious Record in the South-Western District of Scotland Modern
Magic Witchcraft in America: Salem Trials: The Wonders of the Invisible World Salem
Witchcraft Salem Witchcraft and Cotton Mather A Short History of the Salem Village
Witchcraft Trials An Account of the Witchcraft Delusion at Salem in 1682 House of John
Procter, Witchcraft Martyr, 1692 Studies: The Salem Witchcraft, the Planchette
Mystery, and Modern Spiritualism The Witchcraft Delusion in Colonial Connecticut
(1647-1697) Witchcraft of New England Explained by Modern Spiritualism On
Witchcraft: Glimpses of the Supernatural – Witchcraft and Necromancy Letters On
Demonology And Witchcraft
Chloe has finished her masters degree and taken a job as a forensic scientist back in her
home town of Albuquerque, New Mexico, only the press will not leave her alone. They follow
her to crime scenes and report on her every move, eager to show that her marriage to
Hollywood A-lister, Jason Vanderholt, is on the brink of collapse. Millions of fans who dream of
their own celebrity romance with him want this more than anything. This scrutiny comes at a
particularly bad time as Chloe's first case is a crime against a child roughly the same age that
Chloe was when she survived a homicide attempt. Now that she sees the case from an adult's
perspective, she realizes it's much harder than she ever dreamed. It's even worse for Jason,
who is two steps removed from the crime. He must watch and try to support his wife as she
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battles with past demons and tries to keep up with a nameless suspect who evades
identification and capture. Never has Jason been more frustrated with his job, its frivolities, and
its lack of connection to the real world. When he storms off the set of his latest movie, the
press goes wild with conjecture. Perhaps he never was anything more than a pretty face after
all. Together, Chloe and Jason must find their way past all the popping flashbulbs and through
the dark maze of the criminal investigation to discover whether they can balance their
professional goals with the demands of a celebrity marriage. The odds are entirely against
them.
A bundle of books #4 (VEXED ON A VISIT) and #5 (KILLED WITH A KISS) in Fiona Grace’s
Lacey Doyle cozy mystery series. This bundle offers books four and five in one convenient file,
with over 150,000 words of reading. In VEXED ON A VISIT (Book #4), summer has arrived,
and Lacey is delighted when her chef boyfriend surprises her with an offer for a long weekend
trip, a romantic getaway into the neighboring seaside towns of the British countryside, with her
beloved dog, and a chance to go antiquing. But Lacey is even more surprised when her family
shows up from New York on a surprise visit—and when they want to come along! Even worse,
Lacey, in a neighboring town, finds herself in the midst of a murder scene. And once again,
with her reputation on the line, she may be the only one who can solve it. In KILLED WITH A
KISS (Book #5), on a romantic daytrip in the English countryside, Lacey lucks out in an antique
market and stumbles upon an incredible find. She has high hopes as she makes it the
centerpiece of her next auction. But as summer is coming to a close, two high-rollers come into
town and duke it out over the antique, their egos as big as their wallets. When one of them
wins but loses the auction on a technicality, chaos ensues. The only thing that makes it worse
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is when one ends up dead. Lacey finds herself in the fight of her life to save her business and
her reputation—and, with the help of her beloved dog, to solve the mysterious death. Books
#6-#9 are also available!
This Broadview edition pairs the first Gothic novel with the first Gothic drama, both by Horace
Walpole. Published on Christmas Eve, 1764, on Walpole’s private press at Strawberry Hill, his
Gothicized country house, The Castle of Otranto became an instant and immediate classic of
the Gothic genre as well as the prototype for Gothic fiction for the next two hundred years.
Walpole’s brooding and intense drama, The Mysterious Mother, focuses on the protagonist’s
angst over an act of incest with his mother, and includes the appearance of Father Benedict,
Gothic literature’s first evil monk. Appendices in this edition include selections from Walpole’s
letters, contemporary responses, and writings illustrating the aesthetic and intellectual climate
of the period. Also included is Sir Walter Scott’s introduction to the 1811 edition of The Castle
of Otranto.
From award-winning, bestselling author Alice Duncan comes the very first Daisy Gumm
Majesty Cozy Mystery Boxset that "teems with period detail and characters who make it so
enjoyable... especially effervescent Daisy." ~Booklist It's the 1920s and Daisy Gum Majesty is
doing her part to support her family as a medium by holding séances and interpreting tarot
cards for the rich and famous. STRONG SPIRITS: When the wealthy Mrs. Kincaid comes to
Daisy to help solve her husband's disappearance, Detective Sam Rotondo isn't fooled by
Daisy's choice of "vocation". Then Daisy reads Sam's cards... and the tables turn on them
both. FINE SPIRITS: When Daisy is approached by Mrs. Bissel about exorcizing a ghost from
her basement, Daisy is tempted to back out until Mrs. B puts up one of her famous dachshund
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puppies as payment. Hoping Mrs. Bissel’s basement ghost is not a skunk, Daisy begins
snooping only to discover the matter is much larger than anyone imagined. HIGH SPIRITS:
Daisy’s talent as a "medium" has caught the attention of dangerous mobster Vicenzo
Maggiori, who wants to get in touch with his dead godfather. Then Daisy’s troubles are
doubled when Detective Sam Rotondo tells her she must channel the spirits for Maggiori and
pass the information to him in exchange for his silence. AWARDS: Romantic Times Top Pick
Reviewer's Choice Awards, finalist THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in series
order Strong Spirits Fine Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Ancient Spirits Dark
Spirits Spirits Onstage Unsettled Spirits Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed
Shaken Spirits
This is the first book to offer a critical analysis of one variant of the mystery story or novel—the
use of a physician as the major detective. There is little difference between a medical “case
study” and a mystery story. The book reviews the works of major authors, from R. Austin
Freeman, Helen McCloy, Josephine Bell, and H.C. Bailey, to Patricia Cornwell, Kathy Reichs,
Aaron Elkins, and Colin Cotterill, with briefer reviews of minor authors. It also addresses
historical (fictional) physician detectives, psychological detectives, and physician detective
nonfiction. Physicians and health workers are avid readers of detective fiction and will welcome
this volume, which addresses their specific interests. Its critical analysis of books that have
long been viewed as central to detective fiction will also appeal to fans of the mystery story.
Revenge is best served ... bold. When Beverly Laborde becomes a con artist to exact
vengeance on the man who shut down her grandmother's antiques business and sent her to
an early grave, she comes face to face with the handsome but haunted Vermont police
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detective, Adam Dutton—who doesn’t know whether to arrest her or ask her out on a date. But
Beverly and Adam soon face an even worse problem than their inconvenient growing attraction
toward each other: they've both incurred the wrath of the wealthy and formidable Reginald
Forsythe. Forsythe’s criminal tendrils seem to reach into all areas of Vermont politics and the
Northeastern Antiquities League. And he’ll do anything to keep his dark secrets safe. Beverly
and Adam enlist the help of a sympathetic antiques dealer and the mysterious “Mr. X,” but will
it be enough to prove Forsythe is guilty not only of theft and bribery but possibly murder?
Beverly and Adam soon learn that even though they may not be able to outgun their nemesis
individually, together they just might have a fighting chance.
The healthcare industry can be lucrative and dangerous. When a powerful and charismatic
magnate employs unethical and harmful tactics to dominate the market, a young employee
considers becoming a whistle blower to obtain justice. Opioids, murders, counterfeit drugs,
assault, and kidnapping intimidate and threaten her resolve and her life. Will Detective Dahlia
Dizzy Gillespie and her investigative team be able to thwart the Thief Executive Officer? Will a
mysterious bodyguard protect the employee or will his interference merely increase the danger
for her?
Crime Mystery on Memory Lane Experience Karma’s Revenge: a cozy mini-mystery series
with Clue Queen Dedra Kare, fighting on memory lane for truth. Amnesia blends with crime
mystery, family drama, and a resilient determination to Remember to Forget. Discover the
extra mystery of Dedra’s ways to keep story villains of dysfunction Punished by Silence and at
the mercy of her detective skill, clever nature, and counter-manipulation. Story Symbolism,
Book Club Questions, Clues & Extras, and a Website Password included. Book 1 Remember
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to Forget After a celebrity suffers a big crime in a small town, Hollywood pressure sets in for
immediate answers. As clues disappear, and detectives suffer the media’s wrath, a
surveillance tape reveals a eye-witness to the whole crime. But their teenage native, Dedra
Kare, has just one problem: retrograde amnesia. With a medical remedy to unlock it all,
detectives suffer the extra mystery as to why her parents are refusing to give consent. What
does Dedra not know that she possibly could? And will she ever, as a teenager? Is she
somehow involved in the actual crime? And would leaking her potential make Dedra a target
for someone else determined to silence her memory for good? With her hidden yearbook, a
missing autograph, and her tricky little sister, it’s an unfamiliar race down memory lane with
the traffic of mystery. The shortcuts of insistence are offers from sidekicks to pranksters to
worse. But as justice becomes impatient, and family demands loyalty, Dedra faces a
memorable dilemma: should she move past the past, explore it fully, or ‘remember to forget?’
Book 2 Punished By Silence When a twin girl goes missing, an anonymous request for the
Clue Queen herself is granted. But Detective Dedra Kare finds the obstacles of her own past in
this case first! She must emotionally outrun her flashbacks as the current investigation turns
into a game of Hide-and-Seek but on a legal field of child custody, narcissistic parenting, and a
single teddy bear. But with every hidden motive playing too, is Dedra the one who’s IT? Book
3 The Shotgun’s Wedding It’s a very different shotgun wedding as a future in-law is murdered
the night before the wedding. And son-in-law is arrested before flying away to the honeymoon
destination. The town suspects his bachelor party, which he never attended, was a planned
alibi. Gun smoke fills the air with a runaway bride, a clever psychologist, dangerous
shenanigans, and another in-law… in law. It’s a cozy mini-mystery rematch with Detective
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Dedra Kare. Book 4 Amplified Weapon After a mysterious death occurs, Hollywood’s Oscars
event is held for ransom by its very own movie star, for a behind-the-scenes battle for the
unedited truth of whodunit. It’s a media-sized tug-of-war both for and against a show that
‘might not go on’ this time. Experience a mystery-laced, ‘drumroll please’ chess match of
wits with characters like movie director Simon Says, visitor Mr. “Squeaky” Kleen, a mysterious
janitor, a frightened make-up artist, and a Most Wanted serial family tree chopper named
Timber. Book 5 Karma’s Collection It’s an all-out final battle on memory lane, as Clue Queen
pursues the clever serial killer: Karma. With his extra collection of Karma-style pranks, and
courtroom twisters, this ‘righteous psychopath’ has criminals escaping to jail by choice! 7
years since her last detective case, with a sidekick of doubt, can Dedra outsmart the pattern of
what-goes-around and come-around to her own separate path of redemption? A new marriage,
a new divorce, and a present scandal heightens the already high whodunit range: Smart Alec,
The Shenanigans, Judge Mintall, Wendal, and even Clue Queen herself.
Miami Moon marks the return of uber sarcastic, classic car restorer and private eye Jose
Castillo. A Cuban-American raised and based in Miami, Castillo is a throwback to the days
when justice was handled mano a mano. He won't shy away from using his martial arts skills
when needed, but he has a moral compass that he strictly adheres to—against conventional
thinking and even the law if the need arises. Miami Moon offers a fully-develop
Thirteen classics devoted to genuine tale of ratiocination. Edgar Allan Poe's "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue," Charles Dickens' "Three Detective Anecdotes," Jack London's "The Leopard
Man Story," 10 others. Introduction. Notes.
M. Anthony Phillips presents the debut of his hot new Private Detective series. Vietnam
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veteran Sam Phillips follows in the footsteps of his father into the world of private
investigations. It's the end of the Vietnam War in 1976 during the Fall of Siagon and a battleworn Sam has just taken over his father's company after his death. With his office above a
seedy bar off Hollywood and Vine, Sam and his new assistant Constance Turner go weeks
before they land their first case. With the help of his troubled friend Armstrong Jones—fresh out
of prison for nearly killing two men, they are paid by an old friend Michelle Yamada of
protecting her little brother Ken, a Yakuza gang member being hunted by a rival gang, the
Yokohama Black Rebels who killed their father—a crime boss. Chasing Ken is the notorious
boss Hiroshi Ito, a sadistic killer like no other who has killed nearly all the Yakuza bosses in
Little Tokyo. In the meantime Sam finds out he's the father of a five-year-old Amerasian kid
from Vietnam—dropped off at his doorstep in the middle of the afternoon. In protecting Ken,
people close to Sam are getting killed off, including detective friends who are trying to capture
Hiroshi for murder. When things start to not add up about Ken, Sam and Armstrong begin to
wonder if they're being played the fool. With the body count adding up and Hiroshi getting
closer to his target, Sam and Armstrong must go on the offensive before it's too late.
The Mystery of Life is a book that covers parts of the Old New Testament. From the time that
man failed God, God had another plan to restore man in His image. That plan started with
Abraham in which the nation of Israel was born. Despite the fact that Israel failed God, He did
not give up on man. He finally sent His Son Jesus to earth to show us the way back to God.
The Holy Spirit was came at Pentecost and changed the life of any believer in Christ till today.
If Christians are truly born again, they need the leading of the Holy Spirit. It is through the Holy
Spirit that we will know what we ought to know about God’s plan in our lives. God has a plan
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for every believer here on earth. The Holy Spir-it will teach us how to overcome spiritual battles
and how to live a victorious life through Christ.
Daisy Gumm Majesty's talent as a "medium" catches the attention of a dangerous mobster.
Vicenzo Maggiori wants to get in touch with his dead godfather. And he wants to do it in his
own speakeasy. When Daisy receives Maggiori message through her wealthiest client, Mrs. K,
whose daughter is in Maggiori's clutches, Daisy can't say no. Then, as the séance begins,
Maggiori's speakeasy is raided by Detective Sam Rotondo. Arrested with everyone else,
Daisy's troubles are multiplied when Rotondo tells her she must channel the spirits for Maggiori
and pass the information to him in exchange for her freedom. REVIEWS: "Alice Duncan deftly
sweeps us back to 1921 with a fascinating story populated with a cast of characters
reminiscent of many family trees—skeletons and all." ~Deb Stover, award-winning author of A
Willing Spirit THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in series order Strong Spirits Fine
Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Ancient Spirits Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage
Unsettled Spirits Bruised Spirits Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits
Many of the 20th century’s most celebrated fictional sleuths appeared in Hollywood movie
mystery series of the forties. This volume focuses on 19 series (146 films): The Saint, The
Lone Wolf, Sherlock Holmes, The Shadow, Nick Carter, Michael Shayne, Ellery Queen, Boston
Blackie, The Falcon, Mr. District Attorney, Wally Benton, Crime Doctor, The Whistler, Inner
Sanctum, Dick Tracy, Philip Marlowe, Jack Packard and Doc Long, Steve Wilson and Lorelei
Kilbourne and John J. Malone. For each series, there is an overview of the source material, the
individual films, and the performers who acted in them. An overall review of each film is
included, with a critique of the film’s quality and the cohesiveness of its plot. For movies based
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on written works, a comparison between the film and its literary original is offered.
*A 2019 Michael L. Printz Award Honor Book* A dark, twisted, unforgettable fairy tale from
Elana K. Arnold, author of the National Book Award finalist What Girls Are Made Of The rite
has existed for as long as anyone can remember: When the king dies, his son the prince must
venture out into the gray lands, slay a fierce dragon, and rescue a damsel to be his bride. This
is the way things have always been. When Ama wakes in the arms of Prince Emory, she
knows none of this. She has no memory of what came before she was captured by the dragon
or what horrors she faced in its lair. She knows only this handsome young man, the story he
tells of her rescue, and her destiny of sitting on a throne beside him. It’s all like a dream, like
something from a fairy tale. As Ama follows Emory to the kingdom of Harding, however, she
discovers that not all is as it seems. There is more to the legends of the dragons and the
damsels than anyone knows, and the greatest threats may not be behind her, but around her,
now, and closing in.
"Very entertaining. I highly recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that
appreciates a very well written mystery, with some twists and an intelligent plot. You will not be
disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (regarding Murder in the Manor) VEXED ON A VISIT (A LACEY DOYLE COZY
MYSTERY—BOOK 4) is book four in a charming new cozy mystery series by Fiona Grace.
Lacey Doyle, 39 years old and freshly divorced, has made a drastic change: she has walked
away from the fast life of New York City and settled down in the quaint English seaside town of
Wilfordshire. Summer has arrived, and Lacey is delighted when her chef boyfriend surprises
her with an offer for a long weekend trip, a romantic getaway into the neighboring seaside
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towns of the British countryside, with her beloved dog, and a chance to go antiquing. But Lacey
is even more surprised when her family shows up from New York on a surprise visit—and when
they want to come along! Even worse, Lacey, in a neighboring town, finds herself in the midst
of a murder scene. And once again, with her reputation on the line, she may be the only one
who can solve it. Books #5-#9 are also available!
When Lady Maud Marsh, a passionate young woman, admits to her affluent family that she is
in love with a poor man, they forbid her from leaving the house. Having met the man, Geoffrey,
the previous summer in Wales, Maud is set on marrying him, but will not tell her family who he
is. George Bevan is a bored and lonely composer from America who has valiant dreams of
helping a damsel in distress. One night, after seeing a play, he gets his wish. After calling a
taxi for himself, Maud, who had been out with her family, jumps in before he can and asks him
to hide her. Though he did not know who she was, George thought Maud was attractive, and
decided to help. While he creates a distraction, Maud sneaks off in hope of seeing Geoffrey.
However, she is unsuccessful. Soon after, George discovers Maud’s identity and visits her at
home. When the two begin to grow closer as friends, Maud’s family assumes that George is
the man she loves. They tell George as much, warning him to stay away. As Maud dreams of
seeing Geoffrey again, George is hoping to ask for her hand in marriage, while neither realize
that they’ve been immersed in a love triangle. With charming prose and masterful description,
A Damsel in Distress by P.G Wodehouse is a hilarious and touching romance, filled with
dramatic love triangles and misunderstandings. A Damsel in Distress has been adapted into
several film formats, including a silent film and a musical. Featuring classic romance and
delightful humor, this P.G Wodehouse narrative proves to be timeless. Now presented in an
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easy-to-read font and with an eye-catching new cover design, this edition of A Damsel in
Distress by P.G Wodehouse is accessible to a contemporary audience.
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